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THE
HAUNTING
OF
HANNON V
MYSTERIES IN THE RUE BIBLIOTHÈQUE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21 - 2:00-3:30 PM

Co-sponsored by the Department of Theatre Arts
and the William H. Hannon Library
The Haunting of Hannon V
Mysteries in the Rue Bibliothèque
Saturday, October 21, 2017

The Stories That Scared You Were:
Edgar Allen Poe - Murders in the Rue Morgue/Fall of the House of Usher
Lemony Snickett - The Dark
Dr. Seuss - What Was I Scared Of?
Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark
Deborah Howe and James Howe - Bunicula
John Bellairs - The House with a Clock in Its Walls
Roald Dahl - The Witches
The Strange Case of Dr. Seuss and Mr. Hyde, after Robert Lewis Stephenson - Dr. Seuss

The People That Scared You Were:
Victoria Baxter (Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark)
Polina Capuano (The Witches)
Cascina Caradonna (The Strange Case of Dr. Seuss and Mr. Hyde)
Sarah Chabin (The House with a Clock in Its Walls)
Daniel Dorsky (Mysteries in the Rue Morgue)
Tyler Faison (The Strange Case of Dr. Seuss and Mr. Hyde)
Emily Forest (The Dark)
Lindsey Gartner (The House with a Clock in Its Walls)
Caroline Gillespie (Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark)
Isabelle Gremillion (The Strange Case of Dr. Seuss and Mr. Hyde)
Jessica Hadley (What Was I Scared Of?)
Sophie Kalff (Mysteries in the Rue Morgue)
Robert Kinsfather (Mysteries in the Rue Morgue)
Megan Leberknight (Bunicula)

Beau Mantor (The House with a Clock in Its Walls)
Lauren McNair (The Witches)
Xavier McNally (The Dark)
Priscilla Moreno (The Witches)
Anna Mueller (The Witches)
Thomas Muizac (The Strange Case of Dr. Seuss and Mr. Hyde)
Madeleine Quinn (The Dark)
Rose Raddatz (Bunicula)
Avalcie Schroeder (Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark)
Olivia Sikora (The Strange Case of Dr. Seuss and Mr. Hyde)
Talia Sutton (The Witches)
Tim Toole (The House with a Clock in Its Walls)
Dana Welk (The Witches)
Grace Wroblewski (What Was I Scared Of?)

Written and Directed by: Kevin Wetmore
Stage Managed by Shannon O’Kane
Costumes Designed by Madison Hansen
Property Mastered by John Burton
Crewed by LMU Theatre Students
Guided by Hannon Library Staff

Special thanks to: Dean Kristine Brancolini, Dean Bryant Keith Alexander, the Library Staff, the Theatre Arts Faculty and Staff, and Lacy, Kevin III & Cordelia.